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1 Exclusively from IMAX, the Voss
bamboo wall mirror is perfect for
the down-to-earth consumer and is
naturally crafted from bamboo. imaxcorp.com 2 An introduction in Pacific
Coast Lighting’s National Geographic
Home brand, the African Leopard table
lamp features a dark bronze finish and
a faux suede shade. pacificcoastlighting.com
3 Lite Source’s Vetta features a faceted
crystal body, a silver accented neck decor and
embossed base seated on a black marble platform.
lite-source.com 4 In AF Lighting’s Elements Series, the
7972-TL lamp is handcrafted of abalone shells, so no two lamps
are alike. aflighting.com 5 The D1714 table lamp in Dimond Lighting’s Sparrow
collection has a plum finish and a silken plum shade with silken bright cerise liner.
dimondlighting.com 6 Couture lighting company 26th & Soho debuts at High Point, and
its line features designer fabric shades, crystal accents, and other details. 26thandsoho.
com 7 Arteriors Home will launch its first branded signature collection at market, a 90piece portfolio of accent pieces and lighting created by designer Laura Kirar. arteriorshome.com
8 Nova expands its wall decor category at market, with three-dimensional metal artwork and
wall sculptures, such as Colored Windows. novalamps.com
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& lighting

Simplified styles are on the agenda for High Point
introductions in the lighting and home accessories categories, as consumers continue to favor less cluttered and chaotic looks. In lighting, lamp bases become statement pieces with their curves, and
some have a handcrafted element as well. Natural materials
such as bamboo as well as crystals and other details remain
important. The market will also see companies debuting
new designer collections, categories—or themselves.
Arteriors Home will launch its line with designer
Laura Kirar, while 26th & Soho will debut its
couture lighting line at market. Nova will
be one company expanding its wall decor
category at market, using metals.
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